Simultaneous intracellular redox potential and pH measurements in live cells using SERS nanosensors†
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Intracellular redox potential is a highly regulated cellular characteristic and is critically involved in maintaining cellular health and function. The dysregulation of redox potential can result in the initiation and progression of numerous diseases. Redox potential is determined by the balance of oxidants and redox-active species that exist as redox couples.1,2 These numerous intracellular species interact with each other to maintain a tightly regulated redox potential.3 Cellular redox potential and its regulation is critically important for maintaining cellular health and integrity and is involved in the regulation of numerous essential processes.4–7 When the delicate balance of intracellular redox potential is disrupted the resulting consequences include the initiation and progression of numerous diseases including neurodegeneration,8 cardiovascular diseases9 and cancer.8,10

The importance of redox potential in vital aspects of cell function and the implication of disruption of redox potential on disease makes establishing an effective method for measuring intracellular redox potential an important goal. Techniques such as the glutathione recycling assay allow an estimate of redox potential to be made in a population of cells, but lack any information about dynamics or cell-to-cell variability.11 Fluorescent dyes such as DCFH12 allow the measurement of ROS, but not a quantitative measurement of potential. More recently dyes such as Redoxfluor-1 (RF1)13 have been used to report reversibly on intracellular redox potential. These dyes have the disadvantage that they act as ‘switches’ only determining whether the redox potential is above or below a certain value, the half-cell potential of the dye, thus failing to give quantitative determination of intracellular redox potential. The current ‘gold standard’ technique for measuring intracellular redox potential is the use of redox active Green Fluorescent Proteins (roGFPs).14–16 Various roGFPs have been engineered with specific cysteine residues, which allow the protein to exist as a redox couple either with two free thiols or a disulfide (cystine). Depending on the oxidation state of the residues the fluorescence excitation maxima of the roGFP change and therefore the ratio of reduced to oxidised roGFP can be determined and thus the redox potential is calculated. This technique allows in vivo real time and reversible monitoring of intracellular redox potential. It also has the advantage that the engineered roGFPs can be designed to target particular organelles and therefore report on intracellular variations.14 While this technique has many advantages over the previous techniques developed roGFPs have been reported to primarily respond to glutathione concentration17 and thus the range over which they can report is relatively small and, while recent developments have seen improvements in this area, there is a need for a complementary approach that allows quantification of a larger range of potentials.

Our group has developed a technique which involves using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) nanosensors that report on intracellular redox potential in live cells. We used
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redox sensitive probe molecules attached to gold nanoparticles (NPs) which are delivered to cells and whose SERS spectra report in a ratiometric manner on the redox potential of their intracellular environment.  

When making a redox potential measurement it is also necessary to measure pH as the calculation of redox potential is pH dependent. Since SERS has previously been used to make intracellular pH measurements we consider that there is an opportunity to combine these nanosensors to make a multiplexed measurement of redox potential and pH and therefore gain a more accurate measure of the microenvironment within the cell.

Results and discussion

Nanosensor calibration

MBA has been well documented as a pH sensitive SERS reporter. MBA nanosensors (NS) (Fig. 1A) have pH responsive signals in their SERS spectra, most significantly signals at approximately 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) and approximately 1700 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to COO\(^-\) stretching and C=O stretching respectively. The COO\(^-\) stretching mode signal intensity increases with increasing pH, due to increased MBA deprotonation and the C=O stretching mode signal intensity increases with decreasing pH. The strong signals at approximately 1080 cm\(^{-1}\) and approximately 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to pH independent aromatic ring vibration and can therefore be used as reference signals.

Calibration of MBA nanoparticles (MBA-NPs) is generated by plotting pH vs. relative intensity of selected signals. The expected sigmoid is centred around the pKa of the MBA and demonstrates that MBA-NPs are most sensitive to changes in pH between 6 and 8 (Fig. 1B). This shape of curve is to be expected since the transition between acid and base is expected to follow the Henderson–Hasselbach equation. The pH range offered by the MBA-NPs is well suited to the measurement of intracellular pH and we have previously demonstrated that MBA-NPs can accurately report on changes to the cytosolic pH. Representative spectra of fully protonated and deprotonated MBA-NPs are shown in Fig. 1C.

We have previously reported that N-[2-{2-[9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracen-2-yl]formamido}ethyl]disulfanyl)ethyl]-9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracene-2-carboxamide (referred to as AQ) can be used as a redox sensitive SERS reporter when conjugated to gold nanoparticles (Fig. 2A). The signal at 1666 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to C=O stretching reports on the oxidation state of the reporter and can be plotted relative to the non redox sensitive signal at 1606 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to C=C stretching. Calibration of AQ-NPs is described in the Experimental section and the resultant calibration plot is given in Fig. 2B. The resultant calibration is a stretched sigmoid centred around the \(E_{1/2}\) of AQ. The stretched nature of the plot has been seen before and is probably the result of hindered electron or proton transfer between the solution and the nanosensor. We have demonstrated that AQ can be used to report on redox potentials that span from normoxia to hypoxia. Representative spectra of fully oxidised and fully reduced AQ-NPs are shown in Fig. 2C.

Intracellular SERS measurements

In previous work MBA-NPs have been used to monitor intracellular pH and AQ-NPs have been used to monitor intracellular redox potential. Our study investigates the data processing necessary to combine these two measurements. Cells were incubated with MBA-NPs and AQ-NPs as described in the Experimental section. Cells were located and imaged and then Raman mapping was performed with acquisitions in 1 \(\mu\)m steps in \(x\) and \(y\). Hierarchical k-means cluster analysis was performed on the resultant maps (Fig. 3). This grouped similar spectra together into a single cluster represented by a colour on the false colour images and identified regions that contained NPs. The colours chosen do not indicate the magni-
tude of pH or redox potential only that a group of spectra have similar features. An average spectrum representative of the cluster was generated for each colour. Cluster spectra were processed manually by subtracting a baseline (8 points) in order to give an average spectrum for the cell. Of all spectra collected signals from MBA-NPs were predominant, with fewer AQ-NP signals in comparison. All cluster spectra with AQ-NP signals were multiplexed with MBA-NP signals while other clusters gave singleplex MBA-NP signals. For this reason, data analysis was simplified by determining only redox potential from multiplexed spectra and using the abundant singleplex MBA-NP signals for simplified processing for pH determination.

This approach allowed intracellular redox potential and pH predominantly to be simultaneously measured on a whole cell basis. From the 4 mapped cells, cluster analysis for Cell 1 and 2 gave 2 clusters. Analysis of the spectra revealed that one cluster gave a singleplex spectrum with only MBA-NP signals and the other gave a multiplex spectrum with evidence of both MBA-NP and AQ-NP signals from which redox potential was extracted by peak fitting (pH-adjusted to –297 mV). Cell 2 – purple cluster corresponds to a singleplex spectrum of MBA-NPs giving pH 6.9 and the pink cluster corresponds to a multiplex spectrum of MBA-NPs and AQ-NPs from which redox potential was extracted by peak fitting (pH-adjusted to –241 mV). Cell 3 – green cluster corresponds to a singleplex spectrum of MBA-NPs giving pH 7.0 and the yellow and brown clusters correspond to multiplex spectra of MBA-NPs and AQ-NPs from which redox potentials of –276 mV and –345 mV were extracted respectively by peak fitting (pH-adjusted to –272 mV and –332 mV respectively). Cell 4 – light green cluster corresponds to a singleplex spectrum of MBA-NPs giving pH 7.1 and the blue and red clusters correspond to multiplex spectra of MBA-NPs and AQ-NPs from which redox potentials of –337 mV and –306 mV were extracted respectively by peak fitting (pH-adjusted to –320 mV and –300 mV respectively).
pH from the calibration data. For spectra with multiplexed signals, peak fitting, as described in the Experimental section, was performed to extract the intensity of the peak at 1667 cm$^{-1}$ relative to that at 1606 cm$^{-1}$ and subsequently determine redox potential from the calibration data. Fig. 4 illustrates one example of peak fitting for the blue cluster in cell 4. A GaussAmp function was used with fixed y0, peak widths and peak centres and peak intensities of the fitted peaks from AQ-NPs were obtained. All singleplex cluster spectra analysed for pH measurements are overlaid in Fig. 5A and all multiplex cluster spectra analysed for redox measurements are overlaid in Fig. 5B.

Table 1 documents pH and redox potential values determined from each cluster from each cell in Fig. 3. The significance of multiplexing pH and redox potential measurements is to allow for redox potential values to be corrected relative to pH. Jiang et al.\textsuperscript{19} demonstrated that the half-cell potential of AQ relative to pH changed as expected from theory, by 60 mV per pH unit (Fig. S1†). Therefore the redox potential values determined from each cell could be corrected based on the pH determined from the same cell to give both pH and pH-corrected redox potential on a whole cell basis.

A more detailed analysis of Fig. 3 reveals that in some cases the colours representing clusters from NPs do not always overlay cell location. It is likely that this is a result of drift during measurements of live cells and not signals from extracellular particles as we used well established NP delivery protocols and the cells were washed multiple times before map acquisition.\textsuperscript{18,21,24,26–29} It is unlikely but possible that some NP remained outside cells after washing which could introduce error to cluster measurements however if this was the case the contribution from NP signals outside cells should have been minimal to the overall cluster. Both pH and redox potential differences between cells are apparent and in the case of cell 3 and cell 4 intracellular redox potential differences are also apparent. Intercellular pH variations were minimal, as expected for healthy cells, which maintain a pH around 7.2. Calculated pH varied by 0.2 pH units between 6.9 and 7.1. This is in agreement with measurements assigned to cytosolic pH when the same MBA-NP reporter was used independently.\textsuperscript{21} Redox variations were more substantial, with adjusted potential varying by 91 mV from $-241$ mV to $-332$ mV. This is in line with the normoxic range in A549 cells determined

Table 1 Calculated pH, redox potential and pH-adjusted redox potential values for clusters from cells 1–4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>pH (colour)</th>
<th>Redox potential (mV) (colour)</th>
<th>pH-adjusted redox potential (mV) (colour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1 (turquoise)</td>
<td>$-304$ (cyan)</td>
<td>$-297$ (cyan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.9 (purple)</td>
<td>$-258$ (pink)</td>
<td>$-241$ (pink)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.0 (green)</td>
<td>$-276$ (yellow)</td>
<td>$-272$ (yellow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.1 (light green)</td>
<td>$-337$ (blue)</td>
<td>$-320$ (blue)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Representative example of peak fitting for a multiplex spectrum generated from k-means cluster analysis (cell 4 blue cluster). Peaks were fitted using a GaussAmp function with constrained parameters resulting in the 3 individual peak fits, Fit 1, 2 and 3 and the overall resultant Cumulative Fit Peak shown overlaid on the original spectrum (black line).

Fig. 5 A: Overlay of all singleplex spectra from cells 1–4 corresponding to the clusters indicated. Spectra show MBA-NP signals corresponding to the pH values given in Table 1, calculated by taking the intensity ratio of the peaks around 1400 cm$^{-1}$ and 1590 cm$^{-1}$. B: Overlay of all multiplex spectra from cells 1–4 corresponding to the clusters indicated. Spectra show both MBA-NP and AQ-NP signals overlapping. Peaks were fitted to extract the intensity ratio of peaks at 1670 cm$^{-1}$ and 1600 cm$^{-1}$ to give redox potential values given in Table 1.
using AQ-NP\textsuperscript{19} and the large range could be attributed to varying stages of cell life-cycle. In the future this technique could be used to investigate more significant changes in response to, for example, disease and drug treatments.

Our results are the first demonstration of simultaneous measurement of redox potential and pH and this greatly improves our ability to analyse intracellular microenvironments. Cluster analysis provides a simple way of condensing large volumes of information for analysis of average redox potential and pH on a cell by cell basis, providing a platform for detailed analysis of whole cell differences and response to treatment. Continued improvements in reporter design will allow for improved multiplexing of spectra with potential to include markers for other biochemical parameters.

### Experimental

#### Nanoparticle synthesis

Mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA), gold(\textsuperscript{III}) chloride trihydrate, sodium citrate tribasic dehydrate and methanol were purchased from Sigma and were of analytical grade. Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were prepared according to the Frens procedure.\textsuperscript{10} In this synthesis Au ions are reduced by citrate ions. A stock solution of MBA at the concentration of 1 mM was prepared by diluting an appropriate mass of the solid in ethanol. A stock solution of AQ at the concentration of 100 µM was prepared by diluting an appropriate mass of the solid in DMSO to a concentration of 10 mM and diluting the resultant solution with PBS to 100 µM.

MBA-NP and AQ-NP solutions were prepared by mixing 100 µl of the 1 mM solution of MBA and 400 µl of 100 µM solution of AQ respectively with 1 ml of the gold colloid. After 5 min, mixtures were centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm. For MBA-NPs supernatant was removed and NPs were re-dissolved in PBS.

#### Nanosensor calibration AQ

SERS spectroelectrochemistry was carried out as described by Jiang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{19} Analysis was performed using Origin 9. After smoothing (9 points, Savitzky–Golay) and manual baseline subtraction (8 points), two peaks were fitted in the region from 1500 cm\textsuperscript{-1} to 1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1} using the GaussAmp function. Peak centres were fixed to approximately 1606 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (C≡C stretching) and 1667 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (C≡O stretching), y0 was fixed to 0, and peak widths were fixed to 10 (for representative peak fitting see Fig. S2†). The relative intensity of the fitted peaks at 1667 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1606 cm\textsuperscript{-1} were plotted against redox potential and Origin 9 was used to fit a Boltzmann equation to the resulting calibration curve.

#### Nanosensor calibration MBA

Solutions of MBA-NPs were mixed with buffers in the pH range 0–12 (5:1 v/v) and solutions were placed in a 96 well plate. Multiple spectra for each pH were acquired directly from the wells. The relative intensity of bands corresponding to COO\textsuperscript{-} stretching (approximately 1400 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and aromatic ring stretching (approximately 1590 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) were calculated using OPUS software and plotted against pH. Origin 9 was used to fit a Boltzmann equation to the calibration curve.

Buffers were prepared by firstly dissolving appropriate masses of solid analytes in deionised water to make 0.1 M solutions of sodium hydroxide, sodium phosphate, disodium hydrogen phosphate and phosphate acid purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and of analytical grade. Appropriate volumes of each of these solutions were mixed to prepare buffer solutions and pH was measured using a pH meter.

#### pH dependence of AQ half-wave potential

The half-wave potential of AQ at different pH values was determined by cyclic voltammetry as described by Jiang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{19} and agreed with theoretical predications (Fig. S1†).

#### Cellular delivery

Experiments were conducted using the EAhy926 cell line. Cells were grown in plastic wells with glass bottom in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM l-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin, and 2% HAT. Cells were incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO\textsubscript{2} in a humidified incubator. 24 h after passaging medium was replaced by medium without serum and left for 1 hour. Then, 200 µl of MBA-NP solution and 400 µl of AQ-NP solution were added to the serum-free medium in the wells and left for approximately 2 hours. Media was removed, cells washed with PBS and Raman measurements were carried out immediately.

#### Instrumentation

The electronic absorption spectra of the gold colloid, the gold colloid mixed with MBA and gold colloid mixed with AQ were recorded with a UV-Vis-NIR Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer (model Lambda 35) in the range of 190–1100 nm with a resolution of 2 nm. Quartz cells of 1 cm were used.

SERS mapping of cells was carried out by using a WITec system, equipped with an immersive objective with magnification of 60× and a He–Ne laser (632.8 nm). For all measurements, integration time was 0.03 s with a single accumulation, laser power of 10 mW and grating 600 g mm\textsuperscript{-1}. SERS spectra of MBA-NPs and AQ-NPs as a reference for cell mapping were recorded by placing a sample in a glass cuvette and using an air objective (20×). Three SERS spectra were acquired for each freshly prepared sample. The latter was prepared by mixing 500 µl of the Au colloid with 5 µl of a 1 × 10\textsuperscript{-3} M MBA/AQ solution in a glass cuvette. For Raman mapping, raster scans over single living cells were carried out with a computer-controlled x,y-stage. The mapping step was 1 µm.

#### Data processing for intracellular measurements

Hierarchical \(k\)-means cluster analysis of SERS maps was performed by using WITec Project 2.06 software. The spectra were analysed in the region of 400–1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1} after a routine procedure for cosmic rays removal and smoothing (13 points) using a Savitzky–Golay algorithm.
Spectra of resultant clusters were analysed using Origin 9 software. An 8 point baseline was subtracted from all spectra in the region 1000–1800 cm⁻¹. For spectra with only MBA signals, peak heights were determined using the peak finding function and the 1st derivative method. For spectra with both MBA and AQ signals, three peaks were fitted in the region from 1500 cm⁻¹ to 1800 cm⁻¹ using the GaussAmp function. Peak centres were fixed to approximately 1587 cm⁻¹ and width 7 (MBA ring breathing), 1606 cm⁻¹ and width 10 (AQ C=C=C stretching) and 1667 cm⁻¹ and width 10 (AQ C≡O stretching) and y0 was fixed to 0. Relative intensities of the signals at 1667 cm⁻¹ and 1606 cm⁻¹ were used to determine redox potential.

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the first example of multiplexing pH and redox responsive SERS nanosensors for intracellular live single cell measurement on a cell by cell basis. This provides quantitative information on the cell microenvironment, superior to previous techniques used for intracellular redox potential or pH measurements independently or together. MBA-NPs were calibrated and shown to be responsive in the pH range 6–8. AQ-NPs were calibrated and shown to be responsive in the range from −250 mV to −400 mV. Analysis of SERS maps of single cells incubated with both SERS reporters by k-means cluster analysis followed by spectral processing revealed detailed quantitative information on intracellular pH and redox potential on a whole cell basis. Redox potential measurements could be accurately corrected for pH and both inter- and intra-cellular differences were observed.
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